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Disclaimer: 

The author of this work is not an accredited or licensed health 
professional.  He holds no certifications or degrees in the field of 
health sciences.  He is merely an enthusiastic amateur who has come 
to the following conclusions based on his own experimentation, and 
through studying the works of others.  While he wishes anyone who 
chooses to put these plans into action the best of luck, and firmly 
believes the concepts herein are sound, he cannot guarantee their 
progress or results.  

In the same way, he acknowledges no culpability for injuries incurred 
while attempting any of the exercises herein.  As with any vigorous 
activity involving lifting heavy objects, there is some risk.  Anyone 
embarking upon a new exercise program should check with their doctor 
to make sure that they're in good enough health to do so.  Any prior 
injuries, infirmities, or weaknesses should be taken into account 
before attempting a movement that may cause undue strain to that body 
area.  Finally, approaching each exercise with forethought, caution, 
and undivided attention is urged.  It is the author's belief that 
safe, controlled movements should be stressed at all times, and that 
any weight that cannot be moved with good form is too much. 
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Opening Salvo: Wishes, Wants, and Observations  

Frequent, loud and long is the lamentation, heard from the valley to 
the craggy hillside.  "I want to work out, but I have no time!  I 
want to work out, but there's no space for the ABdictator, the 
THIGHnihilator, and the Machine-Of-A-Thousand Levers in my little 
home.  I want to work out, but gym fees are steep, and I have to save 
up for little Diane's braces!  I want to..." 

You get the idea.  Everyone WANTS to work out, but, being humans, 
they find a variety of ways to rationalize the fact that they do not, 
instead lounging on the couch, eating pork rinds and watching a CSI: 
Miami marathon on some basic cable channel.  Somewhere between our 
aspirations and what we actually do, there's the truth.  The truth is 
that we know we should get more exercise and eat better.  Doing those 
two things would allow us to be healthier and enjoy life more.  I 
think we can all agree on that, at least.  

That said, I'll need you to follow me down the path for a little 
while.  For the sake of argument, at least, let's agree on a few 
concepts before we go any further.  I'll make a list of observations, 
to which some will have objections or reservations, and we'll go 
forward on the basis of these premises.  There'll be room for 
arguments, Internet Flame Wars, and Bloody Religious Conflicts later. 

Observation One: Any exercise is better than none.  

Even somewhat ineffectual, sporadic, and one-dimensional activities 
are an improvement over the pork rinds and beer on the sofa plan.  If 
all you do is walk at a snail's pace around the block and do ten 
push-ups and ten sit-ups each morning, it's still going to provide a 
small but quantifiable improvement to your fitness.  Depending on 
your goals and prior conditions, heck, it might be really laudable. 
If you are a fairly young and reasonably healthy person, but you find 
the above-mentioned program slightly frightening, we had better get 
to work.  It is a sad fact of our times that even people who appear 
reasonably fit are, in fact, weak and frail. 

Observation Two: We are the victims of our own 
prosperity. 

In the days of yore, a few generations ago, the bulk of the world's 
populace lived in rural areas.  They often did physically taxing 
jobs, such as manual agricultural work, for much of the year.  The 
primary mode of transportation was to walk to their (likely nearby) 
destination.  Food tended to be fresh or preserved with quite simple 
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methods, such as canning and curing, neither of which used complex, 
hard-to-pronounce chemicals.  Soybean oil had yet to be partially 
hydrogenated.  In fact, soybeans were, at that time, thought to be 
suitable only for animal fodder by the Western World.  Just having 
"enough" to eat was considered to be good fortune.  Having it "Fast" 
had yet to be a concern (or was termed "leftovers").  

At the end of the day, people had chores, perhaps a bit of reading, 
and then bed.  They were not amused to death by all manner of gizmos 
that left them bereft of good sleep.  When the old-timers worried 
about something, it was often a personal, or at least local, problem. 
One that they could often change with sweat from their own brow or 
words from their own mouths.  These people did not live as long as we 
do now, but they tended to, absent major injury or serious, chronic 
illness, live vigorously until near their death. 

Now, we tend to work sedentary jobs that rarely require us to lift 
something, bend down, or perspire.  We can eat as much food, as 
quickly as we please.  The bulk of our leisure time activities are 
performed inside, and are as sedentary as our work.  We sleep badly 
and too little.  We worry about issues for which we have no remedy or 
solution.  We live long, but our health is often suspect.  The 
quality of our life, the vibrancy and vigor, is often blunted by our 
lack of physical wellness.  All the discomforts of yesteryear, now 
that we have managed to avoid them, have been proven to be good, and 
necessary.  Should we renounce modern convention and live in the 
mountains, eating tubers and shivering in a cave?  That's not the 
proposition I'm making.  We should, however, move around more than we 
do.  We should force our bodies to endure controlled amounts of 
difficult stimulus, so that they grow robust enough to allow us to 
live a life of capability, rather than disability. 

Observation Three:  Most of what is "known" about 
fitness is false. 

I was tempted to say "utter crap", but I think that comes off a bit 
harsh and cynical.  What is the picture that most fitness books 
feature on their covers?  The biceps curl.  What muscle do the 
uninformed want to see when they ask a powerfully-built guy to flex? 
The biceps.  Consequently, most men are going to do that exercise as 
a heavily-featured part of their workout.  Is the curl bad?  No.  Is 
it going to train your body to athletically move and coordinate 
muscle groups?  No again.  Bulbous biceps, unless backed up by a 
strengthened body, are nothing but ornaments.  Enough picking on the 
biceps.  There's plenty of whoopin' to go around. 
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Among the "known" things that are foolish and misleading: 

➔ "Spot" reduction in fat...as in “Reduce Belly Fat!”  You can't 
reduce fat in a particular spot.  It just doesn't work that way. 
You take fat off the whole person, or not at all. 

➔ "Toning"...what is that, anyway?  I think that this is primarily 
used to allay people's fears about suddenly becoming Lou 
Ferrigno.  Not happening, unless you're, say, Lou Ferrigno.

➔ The old "you'll hurt yourself (your knees! your back!) song and 
dance ...If we approach any exercise carefully and use a 
sensible amount of weight, there's no need to fear being 
injured.  Far from hurting us, some of the exercises, like Squat 
and Deadlift, that are often vilified, are the best tools we 
have for developing strong, injury-free bodies.

➔ The absurd "you only need light weight" theory.  The body 
responds to unusual stimulus.  Lifting three pounds, one would 
hope, is not unusual for you.  Come on.  If you can talk on a 
cell phone with the other hand, it's too darned easy. 

➔ The ludicrous idea that "fitness" has only one metric: the 
ability to do something easy for a long time.  Fitness is a lot 
more than running for several miles.  Do you want to look like 
the competitive marathon runners?  They look like they've been 
in a refugee camp, for the most part.  If you asked them to do 
heavy work, they'd be just as out to sea as a couch potato. 

➔ The totally debunked idea that lifting weights will make you 
slow, uncoordinated, and "musclebound" (have you watched the NFL 
or NBA lately?)...there are just too many to address them all. 
Plus, enumerating all these dumb ideas just make me angry. 

Observation Four: There is no "miracle" program. 

Despite what they say on the cover of every muscle magazine and 
fitness periodical, the movements that stimulate muscle growth, and 
the combinations that lead to symmetrical, useful strength, have been 
known for many, many years.  The bulk of them involve grasping and 
moving a barbell with a significant amount of weight at each end. 
Some of them need only the weight of your body, accelerated and 
stopped with dynamic movements.  

As for "cardio", some of the best athletes in the world get all their 
cardiovascular training by just moving their feet.  Running, walking, 
climbing, jumping...if there's water, swimming's great, too.  Ask a 
fitness professional to name a machine that can challenge your body 
to a greater extent than running 800 meters as fast as you're able. 
Ask the same person if there's some machine that will build your lung 
capacity better than swimming beneath the water for max distance 
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between breaths.  There'll be a period of uncomfortable silence, I'm 
fairly certain.  The classic exercises are still around because, 
well, they kick major butt. 

The fitness industry is, by its nature, bound by the rules of 
business.  Thus, every era is dominated by its fitness fads and their 
catch phrases.  There are always new machines, new plans, new workout 
regimes being sold for cash to those who hope that this time...this 
time it'll be the magic bullet, and they'll have those ripped abs 
they've always wanted.  Don't forget the huge biceps, though.  The 
basis for the bulk of these programs or exercise do-dads is that they 
make it "easy" to get in shape.  It's always about "convenient", 
"fast", and "easy".  On a deeper level, however, it's about playing 
into the buying public's magical thought process.  That's the 
industry's conceit, and that brings us to my next observation. 

Observation Five: "Easy" is the enemy. 

We're sold a bill of goods each time a pill, an exercise program, or 
a "new" movement advertises that it will bring us painless 
improvement to our physical fitness.  Our whole problem, the reason 
so many of us are overweight, lack muscle tone, have brittle bones, 
and are generally incapable of hard effort is that our lives are too 
easy.  Easy is the last thing we want in our exercises. 

What we want is efficiency and efficacy.  We want to expend effort 
that returns the best gains.  We want the most improvement from each 
bout of discomfort.  We want exercises that quickly drive our bodies 
to the point of overload, such that our systems initiate the changes 
that grow muscle, toughen connective tissue, add bone mass, and 
improve cardiovascular function.  We are interested in being more 
capable of our daily tasks, more resistant to injury, and more 
confident in our physical prowess.  We want to see a "functional" 
improvement. 

None of these things happen for free.  You have to pay the price for 
every improvement.  Someone who's really ready to get fit will find 
it easy to make this deal with him or herself.  Someone still 
troubled by the concept of toiling day to day and week to week toward 
the goal of better fitness will find it hard to achieve much success. 
It's only through dispelling our most pernicious illusions that we 
find the path to success. 
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Observation Six: The more we know, the less we 
need. 

This is very much a paraphrase of a maxim that the Internet tells me 
is an "Aboriginal Saying."  That said, I think it fits here.  The 
greater our knowledge about how the body works, and what causes it to 
adapt in such a way as to be more functional (and pleasing to the 
eye), the fewer mechanisms we need.  The fewer mechanisms we use, the 
less money we will need to invest.  This is good.  Fitness should be 
free, in an ideal world.  We'll settle for cheap. 

Home exercise equipment is known as being ridiculously bad in regard 
to return-on-investment.  This is because the road of good intentions 
ends just before most buyers actually USE their home gym.  If we 
concede that it will be no different for our caveman gym, at least 
the money spent will be a pittance, and we won't be cluttering up the 
living room or purchasing the world's most expensive clothes horse. 

At long last, I'm coming around to the point of this article: the 
caveman gym.  Yes, I can hear the sighs of relief from all the way 
over here, where I'm standing.  Hold on a bit longer, readers.  I 
have more groundwork to do. 
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Part Two: Our Bodies, and How They Adapt 

What the Body Does: 

Our bodies, complex and mystical as they are, really do a finite 
number of tasks.  We generally do the following things. 

➔ Grasp and hold onto an object.  Even babies do this.  Give 'em 
your finger, and they'll automatically grip it with surprising 
moxie.  Hand and wrist strength is often the way in which we 
transmit our muscle power to an object.  If we can't hang onto 
an object, we can't manipulate it, and our strength cannot be 
expressed.  

➔ Squat down and get back up.  Even lazy bums like us have to do 
this now and then.  Like when the remote control has been 
hopelessly lost in the sofa cushions, and we need to hit the 
button on the television.  It's just this sort of body 
coordination, flexibility and drive that we slowly lose as we 
age or get out of shape.  If it's hard to stand up from a 
squatting position, every task we do will be rendered more 
difficult.  Simply rising from a chair without the assistance of 
our arms becomes troublesome, though it should be a natural 
movement  

➔ Pick up an object on or near the ground.  Like when you have to 
help your friend who's fallen and can't get up.  Hopefully, it's 
a condition that'll wear off by morning.  In all seriousness, 
losing the ability to easily reach down to the ground and hoist 
up an object is a serious issue.  Allowing ourselves to become 
unaccustomed and therefore unable to pick up heavy objects opens 
us up for serious injury when the need to do so arises (as it is 
certain to do). 

➔ Lift an object over your head.  Maybe you're doing "airplane" 
for a little kid.  Maybe you're just putting that sack of flour 
back in the cupboard, cursing the fact that you chose one of the 
high shelves.  Difficulty with working above your head is fairly 
common.  This can sometimes be due to injury to the shoulder 
joint, but just as frequently, it is due to a lack of muscle 
tone, not just in the shoulder, but in the torso, where the 
stabilizing of our posture is accomplished.  Because our bodies 
often do not encounter this type of resistance in our daily 
routine, we must train them with resistance, to assure that we 
keep our ability levels high. 

➔ Carry a heavy object over a distance.  Hopefully, it's not your 
friend from one of the entries above.  Without jest, this is a 
capability that has as much to do with muscular endurance and 
cardiovascular capability as it does with raw strength.  In the 
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eons past, our forebears had to manually move heavy objects all 
the time.  Their bodies were inured to the strain, and their 
hearts and lungs could support these activities with higher 
levels of exertion.  Sadly, many people's only idea of “cardio” 
is to pedal sedately on a stationary bike.  While this does 
raise the heart rate some, it is by no means as powerful as 
stimulus as carrying something that weighs one-third to one-half 
of your body weight for a significant distance.  Our bodies, if 
provided with only mild activities, do not develop the capacity 
to work at a high level, and we are thus rendered as frail and 
ineffectual, comparatively speaking.

➔ Get up from a prone position.  This is one of the first 
functional things to go.  If there's one thing older, less 
mobile folks are afraid of, it's getting up off the ground. 
Unless you have a serious physical disability, there is no 
reason we cannot keep this power into old age.  The issue is 
that there are very few exercises in a standard repertoire that 
train this capability directly.  That is not to say there are 
none, because this is not the case.  If we train ourselves, we 
can be like Rocky, and keep getting up, no matter the odds. 

➔ Push something away.  Could be a mugger.  Could just be a huge 
and over-friendly canine at your friend Justine's house. 
Helpful either way.  Our extensor muscles act to straighten a 
joint complex and create leverage to push us away from a solid 
object, or push a movable object away from us.  If we allow our 
bodies to become weak in this regard, it complicates any motion 
where we need to support ourselves with our arms, push ourselves 
off the ground, or catch ourselves as we're falling.

➔ Pull something closer.  You may be yanking an unsuspecting 
pedestrian back from the path of a city bus.  You may just be 
insisting that your significant other give you some sugar before 
he or she runs off to work.  Pulling something closer to the 
body is accomplished by the flexor muscles, that curl a joint 
complex.  Much like the entry above, this set of muscles, if 
allowed to deteriorate, makes us unable to accomplish simple 
movements that we have taken for granted.  In a further note, it 
should be stated that the extensors, that straighten a joint, 
and the flexors, that cause it to curl inward, must be in 
balance, or the body's normal movement will  not be ideal.  

➔ Walk, Jump and Climb.  Not much has to be said about this one, 
although being unable to do any one of them is a bad deal. 

The quality of our lives goes down when one or more of these tasks is 
compromised because we are in poor physical condition.  It is fairly 
common for people to come up with a surprising injury when 
discharging one of these tasks.  Often, the task itself is not to 
blame.  It's reasonable to expect that an able-bodied person could do 
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all of them without incident.  What's to blame is a compromised 
muscular-skeletal system that yields under a load that it should be 
able to handle.
 
 The Whole Idea of Resistance Training: 

The body adapts itself to the conditions that are present in its day-
to-day existence.  When we are "out of shape", it means that our 
bodies have adapted to our sofa, television, and snacks. 
Successfully so, I might add.  The body gets ready for more of the 
same.  That's what it understands (metaphorically speaking). 

A person who is used to doing a task is unlikely to injure herself 
doing that task.  If you walk to the 7-11 on the corner each 
afternoon, it probably doesn't enter your mind that this stimulus 
will cause any harm to you.  It's "known" to your body, and your body 
is ready for it.  In the same way, a person used to heavy labor of a 
specific kind, let's say hoisting and stacking heavy stock in a 
hardware store, will probably be fine, even if it's time to move 
those bags of concrete.  Perhaps they'll be sore at the end of the 
day, but there'll be no permanent harm unless something untoward 
occurs, like a fall. 

Our bodies, when encountering an unusual stimulus, will do their best 
to adapt to it.  It's a basic requirement of survival.  If one can't 
adapt, one doesn't make it through hard times.  It should be noted 
that every day prior to our relatively-recent spate of inventions and 
labor-saving devices was considered "hard times." 

In order to spur our bodies to change, we need to expose them to 
unusual levels of exertion.  This is often termed "overload".  If the 
exercise we're doing is similar to a daily movement, we will need to 
provide more resistance and intensity than our bodies are accustomed 
to.  For instance, if we squat down, look for that almond we dropped 
on the kitchen floor, then get up, that's a stimulus we're used to. 
If we're to challenge the body systems that allow us to do that, 
we'll have to, at the very least, squat down and get up more times 
than we are normally called upon to do.  If we already handle full 
gallon-sized milk jugs, grabbing them out of the fridge and pouring 
what we need, our arms need to be subjected to a load higher than the 
approximately nine pounds that a milk jug weighs.  Failing that, we 
are going to see minimal changes in our total capacity to work.  In 
other words, our exercise program will be a bust. 

Lifting very light things a bunch of times does only one thing: 
condition us to have a bit more muscular endurance.  This is a 
somewhat laudable goal, but there are better ways to go about it.  If 
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we increase the total functional strength of a body system by 
exercising in such a way as to overload the muscle and  surrounding 
tissues over time, we will then, when confronted by that very light 
weight, be more capable of moving it.  As our maximal strength grows, 
daily tasks will require a smaller percentage of that maximum.  This 
allows us accomplish things easier, and do them more safely, for a 
longer time.  

As we find ourselves stronger, more capable, and inured to levels of 
strain beyond the normal requirements of daily life, even sudden, 
surprising tasks will generally still be within our comfort zone. 
Rather than causing injury, our resistance training work should 
render us far less likely to be injured when we do something like 
lift and carry and injured person, or get that big truck tire into 
the bed of the pick-up. 

It's not a terrible stretch to understand that if we want to improve 
our ability to perform those tasks I talked about above, we would 
train with movements that, as near as we could, replicate those 
tasks.  Look around at the machines in your local gym.  Try and 
devise what, exactly, they're aiming at.  It's not always easy.  Let 
him who hath understanding reckon that, to help you squat down and 
get up, squatting down and getting up with some extra load added is 
the very thing.  It's all quite simple.  A child could puzzle it out. 
Strengthen a movement by doing said movement under load.  Boom. 
Done.  That's the whole idea of resistance training. 
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Part Three: Enter the Caveman Gym: 

All we need to enact the concepts listed above is a space to work, 
willingness to expend effort toward a goal, enough knowledge about 
body mechanics to exercise safely, and some method of providing 
ourselves resistance.  What we don't need are special workout shorts, 
expensive equipment, televisions, computers, or highly-paid fitness 
gurus to tell us to "feel the burn!" 

A Space to Work:  

If it's at all nice outside, then that's what I recommend for your 
venue.  Those of you who live in the warm locales, don't be put off 
if the weather's a bit hot.  That'll just help you sweat.  If you're 
somewhere cold, the chill isn't that bad for you.  If you're applying 
yourself, you'll stay warm enough, I believe.  During times of rain, 
or if snow is thick on the ground, it's perfectly acceptable to move 
into shelter.  

Shelter, though, is not synonymous with your living room.  The 
caveman gym will be made up of objects that can and will cause damage 
to your furniture, your interior-grade flooring, and possibly your 
drywall.  This stuff is industrial strength, and is much more at home 
in your garage or under a car port. 

You'll need something on the order of 8 feet square to work 
comfortably.  More is better, but we take what we can get.  You'll 
need enough ceiling height to fully extend your arms above your head 
while standing, plus about a foot and a half, if possible.  An eight 
foot ceiling will allow most lifters to do most lifts, but will 
obviate a few, especially for the tall and long-limbed.  That said, 
we can take shelter for the worst weather, making do with the 
exercises that are possible, then head back outside to get our "full 
throttle" workouts again when the seasons turn. 

For the floor, you'll want to begin with something hard and 
unyielding (concrete is best, as it's toughest), and then put some 
sort of softer covering on top.  An old carpet or two will work, as 
will the puzzle-piece matting you can find around town for kid's play 
areas.  The less you buy, the better.  Whatever's down on the floor 
will take abuse, so don't "caveman out" on anything you're attached 
to. 

The caveman gym can be stacked up in the corner of a room, probably 
taking up as little as a square yard if you're a good organizational 
thinker. 
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A side effect of the caveman gym will be a bit of concrete dust, some 
rusty implements, and some escaped sand (or other substrate).  Again, 
bad for living rooms, fine for garages and such. 

The Resistance: 

To assemble a caveman gym, you'll need (at the least): 

• Three Cinderblocks 
• Two Strong Top-Loaded Bags (one small, one bigger) 
• One 5 Gallon Bucket (with a lid is best) 
• Two 50lbs Bags of Play Sand or Gravel 
• One Pair of Heavy Work Gloves 
• One Heavy Plastic Drop Cloth (or Lawn/Garden Trash Bags) 
• One (Full) Roll of Duct Tape 
• One Pair of Steel-toed Boots 

Other helpful things: 

• One Long, Straight Bar 
• Several Feet of Abrasion-Resistant Rope 
• Utility Knife 
• Additional Bags and Sand 
• More Cinderblocks 

More Info: 

You will notice that all of this stuff can be purchased in either a 
home improvement store or an Army Surplus store.  Some of us have a 
few of these things kicking around the house already.  I'll go into a 
little more depth below. 

Cinderblocks are usually 16x8x8 and around 30 pounds.  These are 
appropriate for many users, but if they're too heavy, there are half 
blocks, which are 8x8x8, and consequently much lighter.  Further, 
there are also plain bricks available.  Some heavier 'blocks are also 
seen, though they are unusual, at least in this neck of the woods. 
'Blocks will cost you less than $2 in most cases. 

It's likely that you already have some spare canvas bags kicking 
around, but if you don't they can be had at a variety of locations 
for a small sum.  Most bags, unless they're quite large, will be less 
than $20.  Old duffel bags and the like are great for the purpose. 
Laundry bags, especially made of nylon or canvas, are also workable. 
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There are special bags specifically designed for sandbag lifting 
available, as well, but they are a bit more expensive.  Avoid bags 
with zipper closures, as they will tend to break and/or leak sand. 
Top closure is best.  

A five gallon bucket will run you $3 or so at the hardware store, but 
you may be able to locate one around the household.  Great sources 
for these include dry laundry soap, paint, and snow melter.  Again, a 
secure lid makes them easier to swing around without a mess. 

Play sand is around $4 per 50lbs, if you get it in bags.  Gravel is 
not so far off of that, either.  They are both similarly dense.  The 
sand will be a little more friendly, but the gravel will probably 
hold its shape better, and be less messy.  Your choice.  In theory, 
rice, beans, or even plain dirt would work, though the food items are 
more expensive and less dense.  Plain dirt is going to be harder to 
control, and also prone to great weight fluctuations, due to moisture 
content and mineral composition.  For a heavier, but denser bag, 
using lead or steel shot (as in shotguns) could do this.  Again, 
we're running into a lot more expense as we move away from 
construction supplies.  

A pair of work gloves is necessary to manipulate cinderblocks.  With 
sandbags, it's your choice.  If you have a pair already, then those 
will do fine.  No need for special purchases.  If you don't have 
gloves that will stand up to the abrasions of a cinderblock, they can 
be had for less than $20. 

You'll want to do your best to keep the sand where it belongs, which 
is inside your canvas bags.  Wrapping the sand in heavy-gauge drop 
cloth plastic is one way to do this.  Go for the thickest plastic 
that can be reasonably purchased.  You're going to be dropping these 
bags from as high as you can reach, so you want something that won't 
pop on the first impact.  Drop cloths are cheap.  I don't know how 
cheap, but let's say that they're less than $5, even for the luxy 
ones.  Another way to secure the sand is to put two or three layers 
of lawn and garden trash bags around the sand and secure it with 
tape. 

Duct tape is something that no household should be without.  It's the 
stuff that dreams are made of...well, okay, that's the Maltese 
Falcon, but I digress.  I just picked up 4 monster rolls of duct tape 
for around $13.  Your luck might not be as keen, but we can hope, 
right? 

Steel-toed boots are a safety precaution that you'll NEED to take if 
you're working with cinderblocks.  There will be times, when we try a 
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movement when we're fatigued, that we will drop the block.  Just like 
any other big, heavy, sharp-sided object, a block can do bad, bad 
things to your little piggies.  Anyhow, steel-toed boots make one 
feel tough and indomitable and so forth.  Don't go to some fancy shoe 
outlet for these babies.  Go to the big-box store of your choice and 
find 'em cheap.  I got mine (in size 13!) for around $30 at the store 
that is often hated and reviled, if you catch my drift. 

To fulfill the role of "straight, long bar", you have a variety of 
options.  There's the famous mop handle, a long piece of heavy rebar, 
a segment of fence post from a chain-link fence, or even something 
not-quite straight, like a breaker bar.  This is improvised stuff, 
remember, and if it's workable, but adds slightly to the difficulty 
of the exercise, that's a good thing. 

Rope can be used to fashion handles of various sorts, that are then 
somehow affixed to one or more cinderblocks, sandbags, buckets, 
engine blocks, and so on.  That element is essentially mad science, 
and I leave it to you to devise your own brilliant and evil 
contraptions.  In theory, chains, cables, and toughened strips of 
skin from wild animals you've killed with your bare hands could also 
work toward this end.  Please do not fill me in on the details, 
because I'll either want to try something similar myself, or be 
forced to relinquish plausible deniability.  Oh, and most rope can be 
used to create some form of jump rope with a couple well-placed knots 
and some rough calculations.  You remember the jump rope, don't you? 
There's a cardio workout, thrown in for free! 

Of course, as we progress, and the madness deepens, we'll want more 
weight.  This means more of the stuff above, like sand and blocks. 

Basic Cost: 

If you have to buy everything up there, and it costs about the most 
it should, you're talking about roughly $100.  If you already had the 
boots, the bags, and the gloves, you're talking maybe 1/3 that much. 
Most of the extra stuff isn't very pricey, either.  Go into a fitness 
store and look at how far a hundred bucks takes you.  Not far at all. 
I've seen one dumbbell or kettlebell go for more.  I've seen items of 
no rational value go for more, and that just makes me sad. 

How to Make a Sandbag: 

First, while lifting the 50lb sand bag, you will come to a few 
conclusions about how heavy your sandbags will need to be.  Did the 
50 pounds seem crushingly heavy, or not too bad?  If you said, "not 
too bad," then you'll have it easy.  Go ahead and wrap the bag of 
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sand in a few layers of your drop cloth, then cut off the excess. 
Wrap the drop cloth plastic as tight as you're able, then duct tape 
the daylights out of it, until the whole unit feels stiff, solid, and 
impervious to the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune.  Now, go 
ahead and slip it into the canvas bag, which should be large enough 
to accommodate it.  

From here, we choose one end of the canvas bag, take all the slack 
out of it, and pull that slack tight.  We'll want to now close off 
that end with duct tape, again, not sparing the tape.  At this point, 
the bag should be a compact, fairly-tight package.  When hoisted, at 
least at first, the sand bag should retain its shape somewhat, rather 
than bending like a sleepy cat.  In the fullness of time, the 
internals of the bag may be so perforated from our rough treatment 
that it will become much more pliable, but that's not what we want at 
this moment.  Escalating difficulty because of an unpredictable load 
is great, but we want to get the hang of our exercises first. 

Now, if you determined that you wanted a sandbag of less than 50 
pounds, the difference would be that you would cut the bag open 
(carefully, this stuff gets everywhere), and you'd create a pile of 
sand weighing some fraction of the full 50 pounds on a sheet of drop 
cloth.  From here, you'd wrap the plastic around the sand and start 
the duct taping process.  The shape you create is up to you.  Some 
people prefer a rounded shape, others like square bricks.  This 
method is much easier if one begins with some sort of heavy trash bag 
for a container.  

If you wish, you can create small parcels of sand, perhaps ten to 
twenty-five pounds each, and load bags with a variable amount, adding 
the sand in increments as you grow stronger or change the focus to 
more powerful movements.  Ultra-exact weight measurement is not 
necessary here.  You will likely only be lifting one sand bag at a 
time, and so balance is not a primary concern. 

You'll want to create one sandbag that is light enough that you can 
lift it off the ground with one hand, hold it on one shoulder, and 
push it above your head confidently.  This bag will probably 
somewhere between 25 and 50 pounds for most people. 

The second bag will likely be somewhere between 50 and 100 pounds, 
and will be used for movements that require more power.  I know that 
this doesn't sound like a great deal of weight, but keep in mind that 
sandbags are the very definition of "dead weight" and they will fight 
you at every turn. 
 
For many people, a sandbag of half their bodyweight or more will 
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prove to be a difficult challenge to lift to their shoulder level.  I 
would recommend that they work up to this only after becoming 
comfortable with lighter bags, and never attempt to pick a bag up 
this heavy before their body is warmed up and limber. 

Heavy Buckets: 

I am assuming that the bucket you are in possession of has a handle. 
If not, go get a proper bucket and come back.  Okay, now that you're 
back, you can fill said bucket with sand.  A 5 gallon bucket will 
hold more than 50 lbs of sand.  Perhaps on the order of 60, if it's 
filled to the rim.  That doesn't mean that you have to put that much 
in right away.  If the 50 pounds of sand felt fine, then go ahead and 
do that.  If not, dump in less, and then you can keep filling as you 
grow more macho. 

Cinderblocks as Weight Plates: 

If you're a little goofy, and you want to do barbell exercises with 
the caveman gym (plus extras), you can do so by hanging blocks off of 
your unidentified straight, long bar.  It should be noted that, 
unlike weight plates, your cinderblocks may migrate on the bar, so do 
be careful, or you'll get a nasty surprise when one falls to the 
floor, suddenly and radically changing the balance of your exercise. 
Also, remember that your unidentified bar has an unidentified load 
capacity, if visions of a twelve-foot long bar with six cinderblocks 
on each side are currently dancing in your head.  Remember that real 
lifting bars are expensive for a reason.  Unless your bar is a solid 
1.5 inch shank of chrome-moly steel, hard core powerlifting is not 
going to work very well, for very long.  Plus, if you're pulling 
something on the order of 400 pounds off the floor in your garage, it 
may be time to consider further investments, or joining a gym, or 
perhaps wrestling bears for fun and profit. 
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Part Four: What Do I Do With All This Stuff? 

With the components you've now assembled, you can get a pretty great 
workout.  Read on to find out the specifics.  

Sandbags: 

Sandbags can be used in an astounding array of exercises, all by 
themselves.  The bulk of movements that can be done with a barbell 
can be adapted to a sandbag.  In addition, bags can be used to load 
every movement that I list under the "what the body does" segment 
above.  I will explain several of the movements later on, but will 
mention a few of the best right here. 

One of the oldest measures of true physical power was to lift a large 
stone from the ground.  This is perhaps the most iconic show of 
strength in human history.  Because of the shape and size of a 
sandbag, you can treat it just like a softer version of the mythic 
stones through which the heroes of old proved their mettle.  The 
raising of the sandbag can be an end in itself, or can be followed by 
maneuvering the bag and pressing it above your head.  Once raised to 
chest level, the sandbag can also be used to test our endurance, as 
we carry it for time or distance. 

Sandbags can be used to provide resistance during squatting, and can 
be grasped and held either by gripping the slack in the bag or by 
cradling them like a stone.  Sandbags can be dragged, carried, 
thrown, and yes, you can even do biceps curls with them! 

Cinderblocks: 

Think of the cinderblock as a moderately heavy, but surpassingly ill-
tempered dumbbell.  Think of it as a handy stepping block that will 
allow us to elevate our foot or hand position to achieve a greater 
range of motion.  Think of it as a tool that will allow you to do all 
those "perfect push-ups" that an expensive product will.  Think of it 
as a tool that is seemingly purpose-built to challenge our grip 
strength and lower arm power, an object that, if held in certain 
ways, has such cruel leverage that it seems to be two or three times 
its actual weight. 

On grass, you can even spin, throw, and catch 'blocks, a dangerous 
but mondo-fun activity that is guaranteed to exhaust you in just 
minutes.  Just remember, this is an advanced and strictly outdoor 
pastime. 
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Buckets: 

Perhaps the least multi-dimensional of all our tools, a bucket is 
still a pretty neat addition to our gym.  First, it's going to serve 
as our ersatz chair.  Yes, there may be sitting down, but it's not 
what you think.  A great trainer for people who are hesitant to 
squat, or who want to train their bodies for sudden explosions of 
strength, is to shoulder a sandbag (or bear hug it...whatever), sit 
down on an unyielding object, and then get up with a sudden surge of 
power.  It's called a box squat.  These are great when you've already 
hammered your legs, and you want to push the last bit of energy out 
of them.  If you can't get up, just dump the bag. 

Buckets can also be used for the "farmer's walk", which is to grasp a 
heavy object in one or both hands and walk someplace far away while 
carrying said object.  Upright rows or high pulls are also easy with 
a bucket.  If you're standing on blocks, you can do wide-leg sumo 
squats, at least to partial flexion of the knee. 

Finally, to strengthen and tone the little muscles that help us twist 
and untwist, you can swing the bucket laterally in front and behind 
your body with first one, then the other arm.  The torque that is 
generated upon the upswing will have to be canceled upon the downward 
stroke, and so you'll want to be sure that you have a good footing 
and can put your hips into it.  Don't get distracted, as I once did, 
and forget to make the decision of whether the bucket will go in 
front of you or behind you.  That's the way permanent scars happen. 
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Part Six: Exercises in Depth 

Sandbags: 

Here, we'll focus on full-body exercises that stimulate improvements 
on those broad categories of body movement most directly.  There are 
dozens of other exercises available, of course.  You can experiment 
with new ones of your own devising, put some of these together, or 
purchase the great little book that Ironmind.com offers, called The 
Complete Sandbag Training Course, by Brian Jones, which will arm you 
with a whole workout regime based on sandbags, as well as a variety 
of other information.  Unlike me, Brian Jones is a fitness pro with 
the credentials and bona fides to back up his suggestions.  I 
personally had whole new vistas opened to me when I read his book. 

A few words about lift and grip styles:  

There are several ways to grip sandbags, and I'll be referring to 
many of them as I explain the exercises below. 

Cradle Lift: Holding the bag with the flat of our hands, much like 
we'd do when hoisting a big rock off the ground.  At a standing 
position, this generally becomes a bear hug or Zercher hold (see 
below).  This is one of the primary ways to lift a sandbag off the 
ground.  It requires a very deep knee bend and a wide-leg stance, so 
that the bag can be as close to our center of mass as possible. 

Standard Lift: By gathering the slack fabric along the top edge of 
the bag and grasping that fabric (perhaps rolling it somewhat to make 
this easier), we can lift the bag from a higher position, involving 
less leg and more hip, butt, and back in the movement.  This can also 
be done one-handed, either in front of you or at your side.  Keep in 
mind that the standard grip lift will probably stress your hands more 
than you're used to.  It's not unusual for you to have sore fingers 
and hands the day after you use this grip, since it puts a great deal 
of direct pressure on the ends of your fingers. 

Cradle Hold: You're cradling the bag at your waist, using the 
friction of your flat hands to keep it steady. 

Bear Hug Hold: Just what it sounds like.  You're hugging the bag 
around its middle.  Depending on the movement you're doing, it may be 
advantageous to hold the bag in different orientations (long or short 
axis). 
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Zercher Hold: You're cradling the bag along its long axis, much like 
the old "carry your bride across the threshold" method. 

Headlock Hold: The bag is under one of your arms, held tightly to 
your side. 

Shoulder Hold: You've got the bag over one shoulder, or perhaps both, 
though this is not as easy to achieve without some help. 

Overhead Hold: This is the most challenging hold.  You achieve this 
position by hoisting the bag (likely with the "classic stone lift" 
variant discussed below, then push it above your head, either 
gripping the corners of the bag or balancing it on your palms. 

Movements: 

Classic Stone Lift:  If you only do one sandbag lift, this is the 
king.  We treat the sandbag like a big stone, establishing a cradle 
grip beneath the bag, squatting deep with a straight back, and 
heaving it off the floor, to our waist. 

From here, we squat back down and gather the weight, getting a bear 
hug grip, and stand up tall.  When fully upright, hold the weight for 
at least a five count before putting it down.  While just letting the 
weight drop is an alternative, squatting once again, then easing it 
to the ground adds further grind to the exercise.  I favor putting 
the weight all the way down, standing up, then beginning again.  I 
think that this keeps us from rushing at the bottom of the movement, 
possibly putting ourselves in a bad lifting position.  Precision, 
safety, smoothness, and full extension at the top are more important 
than speed here. 

Variant: Shouldering  With this variant, you'll want to position 
yourself so that you're holding the bag such that its long axis is 
parallel to your own.  This will allow you, at the gathering point 
when you re-squat, to set the weight on one shoulder. 

Another alternative to this one is to take a knee next to the bag, 
wrestle it up onto your shoulder, and stand up via a split-leg 
stance.  Be sure to alternate shoulders.  This is a great exercise 
for first responders, or people with friends who tend to pass out for 
one reason or another. 

In either case, your best alternative is to put the weight down by 
simply reversing the order of events from the lift.  Dropping the 
bag, while psychologically satisfying, is easier on you and tougher 
on the bag. 
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Variant: Overhead Lift  This version is the toughest of all, but 
literally works every muscle in your body.  At the point when you've 
re-squatted the bag, you'll need to explode upward with enough force 
to allow you to reposition your hands at your shoulders.  With a 
balanced (or gripped) hold on the bag, you force the weight up above 
your head.  Using a dip-and-drive technique with your lower body will 
assist you in achieving arm extension.  This is the lift when you're 
most likely to drop the bag on your head.  Leaping out of the way or 
dumping the bag forward or backward is best, but if that's not 
possible, put your chin to your chest and bunch your shoulders, and 
you'll just get clobbered a bit.  

If the weight is heavy here, it'll be tough to put the weight down 
easy.  Don't feel bad if you just dump the weight, much like an 
Olympic Weightlifter might.  It'll knock your bags out of shape 
faster, but fixing them isn't a big expense.  If you can, though, 
catching the bag with a Zercher hold at your shoulders is the best of 
all possible ways.  Remember, if you're trying to catch something 
this heavy, you'll need to absorb the shock with your hips and knees, 
dropping into the classic "hitting" stance. 

Deadlift:  Here is another classic.  This one is a simpler movement, 
but still very useful.  This will tax your hand strength, and will 
allow you to lift the heaviest bags you have.  The technique is 
pretty simple.  You step up to the long axis of your sandbag, reach 
down and grab some slack in the bag, and with a flat back, hoist the 
bag off the ground, until you're standing up straight.  There's no 
need to hyperextend your back or shrug your shoulders in an 
exaggerated way.  Just the simple motion will be fine.  Keep at it 
until you can't hoist the bag with a clean and safe motion.  It's 
likely that your grip or lower back will give up first.  If the pain 
in your fingers is causing you to abandon this exercise, or use 
weight too light to tax the rest of your system, wrapping some rope 
around the bag to create handles is an option.  In general, a sewn-on 
handle will not survive the rigors of this exercise for long.  

Variations: Blocks, Sumo, and One-Handed DLs  You can lift over a 
greater range of motion by using a few of your cinderblocks (or other 
step blocks) to raise you up above the weight.  You can also lift 
with a wider leg stance, holding across the narrow side of the bag, 
so that you're straddling the bag at the start of the lift.  Finally, 
you can pick up a lighter bag with one hand, holding it outside your 
leg or in front of you. 

Carrying the Bag:  A simple but at once infinitely variable and 
constantly challenging drill, this one's just what it sounds like. 
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Find an open area where you can walk some distance before turning, 
hoist the bag into its carrying position, and start walking.  When 
trying for maximum intensity, Carrying for distance or time can both 
be useful metrics.  A lighter bag may allow for more aerobic 
training, while a heavy bag will be decidedly anaerobic, exhausting 
you within a few hundred feet, perhaps.  Again, this is great for 
first responders or other people who need to sustain a high level of 
effort over a significant time. 

Variants: Holding Positions  There are a myriad of bag positions you 
can try.  The most popular positions are across both shoulders, one 
shoulder, and bear hug.  Other positions are the cradle, Zercher, 
Headlock (under an arm), and the hardest, Overhead.  If training 
multiple holds, go with the hardest first, then work your way to the 
easiest, which is likely one of the shouldered positions. 

Variants: Speed, Direction, and Grade  It's no mystery that walking 
faster will make things harder.  Don't run, though.  You'll biff, 
seriously.  I'm not joking.  You can also walk backward or sideways 
to strengthen your knees, ankles, and muscles from different angles. 
Just make sure there's nothing around that you'll trip over. 
Finally, going up or down a grade can add another level of challenge. 
You'll want to avoid stairs with all the positions except for the 
one-shoulder, though.  You'll biff, seriously.  I'm not joking. 

Squat:  Many people will tell you that the squat is the best exercise 
in the entire universe, and anyone who doesn't do squats is a weenie. 
Let's not be weenies, huh?  The squat is fairly simple in theory. 
Hold the sandbag in the position of your choice, squat down, and 
stand up again.  In all cases, you'll want to make every effort to 
keep your back straight and your heels on the floor.  If you're going 
up on the balls of your feet, that's bad.  If you're rounding your 
back, that's worse.  

If you're having difficulty with this move, see the Box Squat variant 
below, and get comfortable with that before trying the normal squat. 
With the sandbag, I prefer a deep squat, pretty much as far as my 
flexibility will allow.  This is often referred to as an ATG squat 
(Ass to the Ground).  You won't be using as much weight with sandbags 
as you would with a barbell, so going for depth is your best way to 
maximize the level of work you're accomplishing.  And no, unless 
you've got serious structural damage to your knees, this won't blow 
them out.  Stop if you feel joint pain or persistent muscle strain. 

Variants: Holding Positions, Depth, and Box Squat:  Your best holds 
with squat are shouldered, bear hug, and Zercher.  If you've taken a 
level in bad ass, you can try the overhead position, but be prepared 
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to drop the weight or clobber yourself at first.  As to depth of 
squatting, your standard powerlifting squat attempts to get the thigh 
parallel to the floor at full depth.  The Olympic squat goes down 
until flesh hits flesh.  Try both and decide what you're comfortable 
with.  Anything less deep than parallel to the floor is cheating.  

If you're having difficulty with the squat movement, find a REALLY 
solid object that will allow you to sit down on it and get back up 
without any movement or instability.  If you have one of the taller 
buckets, and it has a lid, this will work just fine.  You'll get the 
weight into position, then sit down on this object and get up again. 
This movement may allow you to handle a heavier bag, and will likely 
help you get your head around squatting normally after a few weeks. 

Turkish Get-Up:  This is a movement that's often done with 
kettlebells.  The idea is that we overcome extra resistance as we get 
up from prone.  We then lay back down, overcoming that weight in a 
mirror-image movement.  It's a killer.  

Begin from the ground, lying down on your back.  You'll have a 
sandbag gripped like a football in one arm.  With your other arm, 
brace against the ground, splaying it outward and helping you to sit 
up.  From there, either dig your feet in and achieve a squat 
position, or split your legs into a kneeling position.  Now, get up. 
When you're up, reverse the order until you're on the ground again. 
This is a complex movement, so give yourself several workouts before 
you begin to be too critical of your form and endurance. 

Variant: Balancing the Bag  To go from tough to "make it stop, 
please", you can perform the get-up with the bag balanced or gripped 
and held in an extended orientation for the whole movement.  Yes, the 
whole movement.  This one will make short work of your endurance.  On 
the upside, most other things will seem easy by comparison. 

Variant: Bodyweight Get-Up  If doing this exercise with weight is too 
taxing initially, just keep one arm raised up to the ceiling through 
the whole process, working on your technique and making sure that you 
aren't cheating.  Alternate arms just as you'd do with the weight-
bearing shoulder.  As soon as you can do twelve or fifteen of these 
in a row, you'll be ready to start with a light sandbag.

***** 

Cinderblock:  

Exercises with blocks tend to be more body part specific than those 
done with sandbags, though this is not necessarily the case in every 
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instance.  Some of my favorite block exercises are broad-spectrum, 
multi-joint movements.  What the cinderblock lacks in weight, it 
makes up for in leverage and difficulty with grip.  Always wear 
gloves when moving or exercising with cinderblocks.  Always.  There's 
nothing that cinderblocks are better at doing than taking skin off of 
digits.  Also, long, tough pants and steel toed boots are important. 
Don't take it for granted that you'll always control a cinderblock 
like you would do a dumbbell.  They are tricky beasts, and will find 
ways to get you out of position. 

Clean and Press:  This was the first exercise I thought up with 
blocks, and one that I always include.  Depending on the relative 
difficulty of this one, you may use it as a serious "working" set, or 
perhaps as an active warm-up.  Start with the block facing away from 
you, with the openings of the block forming an "H" pattern.  The 
block should be between your feet, which should be shoulder-width or 
so apart.  Reach down, as if you were taking a three point stance in 
football.  Grasp the center element of the block in a pinch grip.  

Tuck your backside down and keep your back tight.  From here, surge 
upward, flipping your hand over at shoulder height, so that you have 
the 'block at head level and resting neatly just above your shoulder. 
Without pausing, press the 'block to full extension over your head. 
If you're finding it difficult to get the block moving, you can use a 
dip-and-drive motion in your legs and hips.  After holding at the top 
for a beat, let the weight down, allowing a leg dip to absorb some of 
the momentum, flip the brick back over, and let it down.  Switch 
hands, get your beginning position settled, then do it again.  Don't 
rush yourself.  It's better to be steady, accurate, and enduring. 
Even if you're moving at a measured pace, you'll get tired before 
very long.  This exercise is great for building pinch grip, training 
your body to work together, and also for cardiovascular conditioning, 
as it quickly begins to send you into oxygen debt. 

Variant: Bottoms Up Clean and Press  This is an advanced maneuver, 
and is not recommended unless you are very confident with the 
standard clean and press already.  The bottoms-up variant is more of 
a coordination and body position exercise than a big-time show of 
strength.  You start with the block on its small end (tall position), 
with the openings facing back and front.  The block will be directly 
beside the foot that corresponds with your good hand. Take a hook 
grip and assume a squared-up, athletic position with your body. 
Don't just bend at your waist.  From here, we'll explode upward, 
flipping the block into its bottoms-up orientation, sitting on the 
palm of our hand at shoulder level.  Don't stop at all, but instead 
immediately begin pushing the block upward until you achieve full 
extension.  Hold for a beat at the top, then reverse the process to 
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put the block down.  

This is the exercise that is most likely to give you all manner of 
trouble, especially with your off hand.  It's all about body 
position, balance, and speed.  If the block starts getting away from 
you, bail out or throw it to the side.  I highly recommend that you 
try this one outside at first, on grass or some other soft surface. 
Also, keep in mind that this one will make you reach "taller" than 
just about any of the other movements, and so you might hit the 
ceiling.  Never persist in doing bottoms-up presses beyond the point 
where your form becomes sloppy.  This is not about training to 
failure.  It's about educating the muscle. 

Axe Swings:  This one is a wonderful finisher exercise, to sap the 
last of your strength away and do some great stretching of your 
shoulder joint.  In addition, it challenges every joint, ligament, 
and tendon from the shoulder down, working the grip, forearm, and 
wrist conditioning.  Finally, it's more than half-way decent for our 
primary upper arm muscles, effectively giving us a curl and extension 
within its movement.  If I had to pick a small handful of moves with 
a block, this would rank right up there in the top three. 

This one's simple.  Grasp the block along the long axis, much like an 
axe handle.  Stand up, slowly swinging the block upward with arms 
extended but not locked.  Rotate the block over your head with the 
movement of the shoulder joint, then allow the arms to slowly flex at 
the elbows, until the block either touches your back, or you run out 
of flexibility.  At the moment it reaches that point, straighten your 
arms and begin the downward swing.  Control the speed of the block at 
all times, not letting it accelerate as the leverage becomes harder. 
When the block is at chest level, begin to dip at the knees, so that 
you can touch the tip of the block (or the whole side, if you want to 
end in squat position) touch the ground.  As it touches, straighten 
your legs and begin the upward swing again.  

Don't worry about counting with axe swings.  Just keep doing them 
until it starts to really get tough.  The amount of time and 
repetitions will vary.  That's fine.  Just do the movement steadily 
and with good mechanics as long as you can.  

"Perfect" Pushups:  This old classic can be made better in every way 
by the addition of cinderblocks.  The primary reason for this is that 
it elevates the torso off the ground, giving us the ability to 
achieve greater range of motion with the pushup.  The basic idea is 
that you array three blocks on the ground.  One is for your feet, and 
two for your hands.  Find a spacing that is comfortable, then get 
down to business.  You'll find that you can go a few inches below 
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parallel with your palms, which will provide for a greater stretch of 
the muscles of the anterior torso, as well as making the exercise 
more difficult and productive.  The block for your feet is not 
strictly necessary.  The only thing you'll do is give yourself a 
slightly more favorable angle to push without that third block, 
making the exercise a little easier. 

Your hand position can be anything you find most comfortable.  I 
advocate trying a variety of positions.  The same goes for the block 
spacing.  Wider puts more pressure on your chest muscles.  Narrower 
puts more emphasis on your shoulders and triceps.  Using the blocks 
at a variety of angles can also find a position that is most 
comfortable for your wrists and shoulders. 

As with any pushup, you'll want to hold your torso firm and not let 
it sag at the waist.  Doing this will help activate the muscles of 
our midsection, which is an often overlooked side benefit of pushups 
over presses.   

Variants: High Block, Narrow Grip, Incline, and Walking Pushups

High block pushups use the cinderblocks in their upright, tall 
position beneath the hands, with the feet on the floor.  These are 
easier, because we're pushing at the chest's ideal angle.  That said, 
they're also great when you're tired, or if you really want to go for 
a maximal stretch of your shoulders and chest.  I like to do ten of 
these between exercises on a day when the chest would otherwise have 
no stimulation. 

Using just one block placed laterally, you can grip the outside 
"rungs" of the cinderblock and do pushups that are full-extension, 
but place your hands in a very close grip.  This will really put some 
stress on the triceps, and is a great way of showing your body a 
different set of angles with the same basic exercise. 

If we elevate our feet to a point above our hands, we create a pushup 
that is similar to an incline bench press.  Using our bucket, we 
place our feet on the bucket and our hands on two cinderblocks, then 
go to town.  Great for the upper chest and shoulders. 

The walking pushup is the evil step-uncle-in-law of the normal 
exercise.  Here's what happens: you take a pinch grip on each block, 
and do a push up.  At the top, stop for a moment, grip hard on one of 
the blocks, and pull it upward off the floor, like you were rowing. 
Put that block down.  Do another pushup.  Row the other block when 
you reach the top.  If you can do more than a few of these bad boys, 
you're pretty tough.  Be prepared to be humbled by this exercise.  On 
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the other hand, it is so demanding of overall strength, endurance, 
and coordination that it can get productive work done in literally a 
few minutes. 

Bent-Over Row:  This is a well-established dumbbell exercise, and can 
be done with blocks, too.  In a split-legged stance, you bend down 
while keeping your back flat.  Brace your off hand against your knee, 
or against an object of the appropriate height.  Grasp the 
cinderblock with either a hook grip or pinch.  The closer to vertical 
your back is, the higher on your back and shoulders you'll be 
focusing.  With the pinch grip, your lower arm will probably be the 
fist thing to fail.  If you want to keep working your back, switch to 
the hook grip and keep going. 

Shoulder Raises (Lateral and Front):  These, while much less broad-
spectrum than the exercises above, are still useful, especially if 
you're hoping to condition your shoulders and achieve that "ball" 
deltoid that the muscle mags like so much.  These are essentially the 
same as their dumbbell equivalent, with raising the blocks (hook 
gripped) either to the side of your body, or to the front.  In my 
experience, it's hard to avoid a slight swinging motion, and so I 
tend to prefer doing these one arm at a time.  If one-armed raises 
are too hard, the front raises can be done with both hands. 

Biceps Curls:  Yeah!  Everyone's favorite lift!  Yes, you can do 
these with cinderblocks.  The most basic version uses both hands, 
slid into the pipes of the cinderblock and held with the fingers and 
thumb in a double pinch grip.  It works.  Two-handed, it's pretty 
easy. 

Variants: Flat Hand, Pinch Grip, and Reverse Curls  Now we're into 
the more difficult methods, the ones I like.  The flat hand version 
just slides the palm all the way into the block when it's in the 
"tall" orientation.  Let the wrist float free to keep the block 
roughly in the same inclination, and curl.  This one really isolates 
the biceps. 

My favorite, the pinch grip curl, is also really hard.  Pinch the 
center element of the block, then have fun fighting gravity as you 
curl it.  This one is not for the noodle-armed.  Really hits your 
wrist and finger strength. 

Perhaps the most evil leverage one can fight with a block is the 
reverse curl.  Lay your hand atop a "tall" block and hook your 
fingers into the top aperture.  Try to curl with your hand flat, 
without your wrist caving in.  If you can do this, you're a bad mama-
jamma. 
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***** 

Buckets:  

There are no mono-taskers in our caveman gym, but the bucket is not 
quite as variable as some of our other tools.  That said, it plays a 
part in some of the variations I've discussed, it's cheap, and it 
makes a nice, not-too-comfortable seat for you as you're catching 
your breath, if nothing else.  

Weighted Lateral Swings:  Grasp the bucket in one hand.  Swing it 
laterally, going first before and then behind your body on successive 
swings.  Start with small-amplitude swings and put more effort into 
it as you get more confident.  Keep your knees slightly bent, your 
hips unlocked, and your weight on the balls of your feet.  Resisting 
the momentum of the bucket is a big part of this exercise.  Great as 
a warm-up, a cool-down, and a strengthening movement for the twisting 
muscles of the torso. 

Variant: Bucket K-Swings  With blocks to stand on, you can grasp the 
bucket handle with one or both hands and replicate the motion of a 
kettlebell swing.  If you happen to have a shorter, but still large 
bucket, you won't need the blocks.  Remember to start with small 
amplitude, as it'll take you a few moments to find the ideal level of 
input for the swing.  Swing too hard, and the bucket might try to 
slam you in the groin.  That's no good.  This move should involve all 
the power coming from your hips and lower back, with the lats and 
chest only working to keep the bucket in control as it reaches the 
top of its arc.  It should be noted that the K-bell version of this 
exercise will be much less fraught with technical challenges, and 
probably allow for higher weights and greater range of motion. 

High Pulls:  From the ground or from blocks, the one-handed high pull 
appears to be what a weighted bucket was made to do.  The main 
difference between upright rows and high pulls is that there is a leg 
drive component to the high pull.  I personally like to stand on 
blocks and start every rep with a partial squat, but you may have 
other ideas.  If one hand isn't sufficient to lift your heavy bucket, 
two can be employed in a very close grip, or offset outside the 
center segment altogether. 

Farmer's Walk:  Very much the same as carrying sandbags for distance, 
the farmer's walk involves grasping and carrying a heavy object with 
a handle, using straight arms.  One can carry either one or two 
buckets this way.  One bucket emphasizes the body's ability to stay 
straight against gravity, while two allows us to load the whole frame 
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with a symmetrical load and make it harder for the mechanisms of 
breathing and staying upright.  The primary difference between the 
farmer's walk and the bag carry is the placement of the weight, below 
the waist.  This centers the strain on the grip and the shoulder. 

Barrel Lifts:  If you have a bucket that has a very secure lid, and 
is roughly round in shape, you can lay it on its side, grip the 
leading edges of top and bottom, and lift it like a barrel.  It will 
come up the body and be pressed above the head.  Even with 50 pounds, 
it is not an easy movement, and requires good balance.  This is a 
killer for finger strength and toughness.  Even better, if you have, 
by some miracle, a beer keg, you can do a variety of classic barrel 
and stone lifting exercises, including keg throwing for distance or 
height. 
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Part Seven: The Learning Curve 

Sadly, people new to exercising are thrown into the process without 
as much knowledge or information as they should have.  In some cases, 
beginning lifters may have a personal trainer for a few sessions, but 
unless they are very well-off, they will quickly move on from the 
trainers, as the fees can quickly add up. 

Others will, as best they can, mimic the moves that they see in other 
gym users.  This can, in some cases, be a negative, as there are as 
many wrong-headed ideas floating around in the gym as anywhere else 
we may find ourselves.  Still, one must find her information 
somewhere. 

Here are a few mistakes that I would like to bring to your attention 
before we go any further.  Each of these can cause you problems, 
varying between limited progress and excess soreness to actual 
injury.  Try to avoid these mistakes as well as you can. 

➔ It isn't a competition.  The idea is not to do more weight or 
more repetitions than some other person.  The idea is to provide 
your body with stimulus that will cause it to grow stronger. 
That's all.  Trying to out-duel another person in the gym may be 
the initial impulse you have if you're a competitive individual, 
but it can lead you to make a variety of mistakes listed below. 

➔ If you can't do it right, use less weight.  If you have to 
diverge from the proper form to complete a lift, you're using 
too much weight.  The correct form is the one that stresses the 
muscles in the safest way.  Deviations from form use muscles 
that shouldn't be involved in the movement and open you up to 
injuries.  If you allow yourself to use bad form, it'll be hard 
to do the exercise properly later, since you're engaging in bad 
practice.  If you do something the wrong way often enough, 
that's the way your body will remember it.  Always try to use 
good form, so that your muscles will naturally move in that way, 
keeping you safe. 

➔ If it gets ugly, stop.  This is essentially the same as above, 
but for repetitions.  If you'd hoped to do ten, but after six, 
you start flailing around and becoming unable to lift the weight 
cleanly, put it down.  Take a rest for a minute, then do the 
last few reps.  If it's a tough day, you may have to take more 
breaks.  If you soldier on and do all your reps, then it's still 
a productive session.  If you're down to doing one at a time, 
what that means is that you're close to "the envelope" for what 
your body can stand at that moment.  That's fine, so long as 
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that one rep is done cleanly. 

➔ Learn the difference between discomfort and pain.  Discomfort 
means that you really have to give it your all to keep going. 
You're breathing hard, sweating, and feeling the burn of tired 
muscles.  This is not the same as pain.  Pain means you feel 
something happening in your joints, tendons, or muscles that may 
be destructive.  The former, discomfort, is where we need to 
keep our exercise.  If pain gets involved, dial it back a notch 
or two.  The old "no pain, no gain" motto is misleading. 
Probably because the real situation isn't as catchy.  Think: 
"Those with the bravery to withstand frequent discomfort will 
reap great rewards." 

➔ You don't build muscle in the gym.  It's true.  We actually 
damage our muscles a little when we're lifting.  We overload 
them, so that when the body heals them, they'll grow back 
stronger and bigger than they were before.  In order to get the 
most out of any exercise program, you have to get decent rest. 
Give yourself the best opportunity to rebuild by getting at 
least six hours a night of solid rest.  If you try to burn the 
midnight oil while lifting hard, you'll just walk around like a 
zombie all the time, and you won't get stronger.  

➔ You have to feed the machine.  Your body needs raw materials in 
order to heal, grow, and get strong.  The primary material it is 
going to need is protein.  Meat is the most straightforward way 
to get protein, but that's not right for everyone.  If you do 
eat meat, try for the leanest meat you can find, and favor meat 
that hasn't been prepared or cured.  Other great sources of 
protein are milk, eggs, nuts, and beans.  If you're a 
vegetarian, you'll want to team beans with rice to achieve a 
complete protein, and also make sure you're eating some almonds 
or walnuts, to give you some healthy oils.  I'm no diet expert, 
and I can't tell you exactly what's right for your system, but 
these are pretty well-accepted ideas.  It's possible that you 
will require more calories than you normally consume, if you're 
a small eater.  Your diet will have to correspond with your 
goals.  If you want to put on muscle and get larger, then 
increasing your calories, with a special emphasis on protein, is 
probably a good tactic.  For everyone, I would say that natural, 
unprocessed foods are the healthiest way to go.  A variety of 
foods in your diet is also key.  Getting plenty of fresh fruits 
and vegetables will assure than you're getting the nutrients 
that will keep you healthy.  Packaged and "fast" food are your 
enemy. 
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Now, let's talk directly about learning how to do the movements 
involved in using the caveman gym.  Unlike many of the exercises at 
the health club, these will, to varying degrees, require some 
technique.  In other words, it'll take you a few sessions to get the 
hang of them. 

***** 

I'm going to assume that you've set up your caveman gym, and that you 
have a safe, clear area to exercise.  Be sure that you can keep track 
of any small children or pets at this point.  You don't need a four-
year-old blundering into your line of movement as you're swinging a 
cinderblock around, and we certainly don't want Tuffy the Cat getting 
squished under a sandbag. 

Before you begin, you'll want to warm your body up, so that your 
muscles and joints are prepared for exercise.  I recommend some light 
aerobic exercise for several minutes, then some stretching.  For 
instance, you could do three bouts of two minutes skipping rope, some 
active calisthenics like knee bends, cross-over toe touches, and high 
knees running, then a series of stretches.  Don't bounce when you 
stretch, as that can pull a muscle.  Twenty seconds of light, non-
aggressive stretching for each body area will probably suffice. 

Now, pick an exercise out of the list.  If I say "classic" somewhere 
in the description, that may be a good one to start with.  Study the 
pictures accompanying the exercise, and read the flavor text.  Give 
it a try, just trying for one repetition that feels comfortable and 
controllable.  If it's a sandbag lift, always start with your 
lightest sandbag.  If it's a block lift, make sure that you're 
careful, since there's always the possibility of losing control of 
the block when you're not sure how something should feel. 

If you can do one rep with your good hand (assuming it's a one-handed 
exercise), make sure to try it with your off hand.  It's not unusual 
if it takes longer to get it right with the off hand.  Just keep at 
it.  We want to stress both sides of the body equally. 

Provided that you begin to feel confident with the movement, try to 
do a set of several reps, somewhere between five and twelve.  Don't 
go until failure.  If it starts to ache, you've had enough.  I would 
advise staying with an exercise until you've done three or four sets. 
If you still feel chipper, try one more exercise.  I would advise 
moving to a different implement, and stressing a different body part. 
If you've started with an upper body block lift, try a lower body bag 
lift next.  Follow the same formula as above. 
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When you've mastered the second lift, or if you were pretty spent 
after one exercise, do a little bit of light work before you go it. 
Examples are a few sets of abdominal crunches or some more jumprope. 
To begin with, you should probably keep your trips to the caveman gym 
down to a total of thirty minutes or less. 

The next day, it's normal to have some minor stiffness, but you 
should be able to function.  If you're really having major soreness, 
perhaps you'll have to take it easier next time. 

I recommend that, every other day, you go and try out one or two 
exercises, until you've at least tried the standard versions of all 
the movements.  Once you've done that, you're ready to start putting 
these lifts into a program.  If you need to take a few days off here 
and there to let your body recover, that's fine.  It's always better 
to err on the side of caution when starting to exercise in a new way. 
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Part Eight: How Much, How Long, How Often? 

There is no one perfect program for everyone.  Each person recovers 
at a different rate, gains strength along a curve of varying slope, 
and requires different types of exercises to move closer to their 
fitness goals.  I will tell you a secret that most fitness 
professionals and exercise gurus will not: you know your body better 
than anyone.  It is just a matter of learning to listen to its cues. 

If you're having a lot of lingering discomfort, or if a muscle or 
joint is really acting up, it's perfectly reasonable to take it easy 
for a few days, or even a few weeks.  This doesn't mean that we stop, 
it means that we don't challenge the body as hard for a while.  We 
can't expect to feel absolutely fresh, and experience no stiffness or 
tightness, but we don't want to over-train or push so hard that we 
become injured. 

I would recommend starting with two workouts per week, each one 
working the whole body equally.  This means that we chose an exercise 
or two that stresses our upper body, a few that stress our legs, and 
a few that stress our midsection or "core".  Two workouts per week 
doesn't sound like much, but it will give us time to be SURE that we 
are recuperating.  Early on, that's vital. 

As we grow more hardy and begin to recuperate faster, we can move up 
to three workouts per week, maybe even four.  When we get to three or 
four workouts, it may be that we start targeting different body parts 
or movement types with each workout, although most caveman gym 
exercises tend to put some stress on the whole system.  For instance, 
we could do a workout specifically with blocks, one with buckets, and 
one with the bags.  Or, we could do one that stressed lifting off the 
ground, one that stressed lifting overhead, and one that stressed 
core strength and endurance.  In all but the youngest and most 
ferocious individuals, I would recommend at least one day of rest 
between workouts. 

As to how much weight to lift, here are a few thoughts.  If you can 
easily complete twelve or more repetitions on an exercise, it is 
bordering on becoming an endurance motion, toughening the muscle and 
enhancing its ability to work over time.  This also stresses our 
cardiovascular system.  Having a few exercises that fall into this 
category is probably a good thing for any workout routine.  One can 
use these exercises as active warm-ups or as clean-up lifts late in 
your workout, to eat up any energy you've got left. 

For the furtherance of maximum strength gains, we'll want to choose a 
weight that is a challenge at rep ranges between three and ten.  It's 
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perfectly okay to be able to do, say, eight the first set, then six, 
then four, then three.  Just as long as you keep at it, and make sure 
to use good form.  You'll find that, after a while, you'll be able to 
complete several more reps per set, and that your energy won't flag 
so noticeably during a workout. 

Working out is most effective when the body is progressively 
overloaded.  This means that the workouts should keep challenging 
you, not get steadily easier.  How do we load the body?  We increase 
the intensity of our exercise.  The most familiar way to do this is 
to either add more weight or repetitions.  These two methods are 
effective and easy to understand, even by a neophyte lifter. 

However, there is a third way to increase intensity, which is to 
decrease or eliminate our rest periods in between sets.  Increasing 
weight at the same repetition range, or increasing reps with a static 
weight increases Total Work Done.  This is a staple of resistance 
training.  Decreasing rest forces us to get the same amount of work 
done in less time.  Total work done indicates muscular power, while 
Work Over Time stresses muscular endurance and cardiovascular 
efficiency. 

Examples: 

Total Work Done: Mary-Anne began her program being able to pick up 
her twenty-five pound sandbag in the Classic Stone Lift for six reps, 
then four, then three.  After twelve weeks, she could lift the same 
sandbag for eleven, then nine, then seven reps. 

Jim started doing Turkish Get-Ups with a thirty-six pound sand bag, 
doing three sets of five reps with the bag on each shoulder.  When 
this started to become easier, he switched to the fifty pound 
sandbag, and after a few weeks, could complete the same sets with 
this higher weight. 

Work Over Time: Raphael began doing a workout with a thirty-six pound 
bucket, two cinderblocks, and a fifty pound sand bag.  He performed 
three sets of ten reps using the following movements: bucket swings, 
bucket high pulls, box squats, and block pushups.  The first time he 
did this workout, it took him forty-one minutes.  After eight weeks, 
he was down to thirty-seven minutes.  After twelve weeks, he was down 
to thirty-four minutes and change.  

(Keep in mind these are all simply made-up examples.  I don't even 
know anyone named Raphael.) 
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I advocate training using both metrics of intensity listed above, as 
they are both important indicators of our physical well-being.  If 
your primary rationale for exercising is to achieve a high state of 
physical readiness, and the ability to give out a high level of 
effort over a considerable time, then the Work Over Time method may 
be stressed.  If you are trying to gain muscle power or capability, 
and this strength is more likely to be used in short, all-out bursts, 
then the Total Work Done is probably more important.  Note that this 
isn't an either-or.  Both ways of raising intensity make you 
stronger, and both are likely to improve your ability to apply useful 
strength to a real-life situation.  

Perhaps choose which metric applies more directly to your goals, and 
structure two of your three weekly workouts to use that one.  It 
should be noted that full-body exercises that require full-out effort 
are quite difficult to do without some rest intervals.  Doing heavy 
bag lifts over your head while trying to reduce or eliminate rest 
will be exceedingly challenging.  If you can lift a heavy bag from 
the ground to above your head a few dozen times without collapsing in 
a quivering heap, you're pretty darned tough. 

The two methods discussed above can also be combined.  If you're 
waltzing through your Work Over Time session in less than thirty 
minutes, perhaps adding weight to all the implements (or choosing a 
more difficult variant of the exercises) is in order.  You'll need to 
try the new weight and set a new benchmark, then work to lower the 
time again.  This allows us to surprise our body, which has gotten 
somewhat used to what it's been doing.  Conversely, we can also try 
to tighten up the rest intervals in our Total Work Done program, so 
long as we're fresh enough to hoist the weight we hope to. 

A final category goes to the carrying exercises, such as the Farmer's 
Walk or the sandbag for time/distance.  These can be made more 
difficult in many ways.  Of course, we can increase the weight of the 
implement, the distance we need to travel, or the speed at which 
we're walking (again, no running!).  We can also choose more 
difficult holding positions, or move in different vectors, like 
backward or sideways.  In addition to that, we can, for instance, 
intersperse our carrying with a few repetitions of an activity.  If 
we carry our sandbag one length of the yard, then do four squats, 
then keep walking, we're challenging our bodies in new ways.  

As to total time our workouts should take, I am a firm believer in 
quick, intense bouts of exercise.  If we're taking more than forty-
five minutes, we're often either lallygagging, or we're sacrificing 
intensity for duration.  The body responds best, in the muscle-
building sense, to workouts of less than an hour (for the lifting 
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phase, in any case).  Any longer, and we see diminishing returns.  I 
would recommend a lifting time of between thirty and forty-five 
minutes.  Warming up should take no more than ten or fifteen, so you 
should be able to finish in around an hour.  
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Part Nine: Using the Right Tool: Ideas For 
Different Strength Levels 

I am aware that not all of the prospective owners of a caveman gym 
will be comfortable lifting cinderblocks overhead when they start. 
While I think that most people can progress to a point where they'll 
be able to use a cinderblock for at least some exercises, people 
differ in strength, confidence, and basic size.  It isn't reasonable 
to imagine that someone less than half the size of the author would 
use the same set/rep/weight numbers. 

For this reason, I felt compelled to come up with some alternatives 
that would allow a broader range of people to enjoy their own caveman 
gyms.  In the spirit of the other implements, I'm going for things we 
can find around a normal household, essentially for free. 

I recommend that everyone still procure the implements I outlined in 
earlier segments, even if you don't plan to use them all right away. 
For instance, cinderblocks still make great step blocks to either 
step up on or elevate our feet for more range of motion.  Sandbags 
can be loaded with as little or as much sand as we want, so there is 
no excuse to use a weight that is inappropriate to our purposes. 
Likewise, we can load our buckets with however much sand as we deem 
necessary.  If you want to start with lighter weights, a smaller 
bucket may be fine.  I would advise against anything with a flimsy 
plastic handle, however. 

Bottles: These are everywhere, and can be filled with sand to provide 
you with a neat, hand-friendly weight.  A gallon jug, such as a milk 
jug, weighs about thirteen pounds when filled with sand.  This is 
somewhat more than most liquids, and that's good.  We want to have a 
little more weight to play with than any of our daily tasks show us. 
Anything from a quart upward can prove to be handy.  For an 
especially sturdy bottle, look toward a laundry detergent bottle. 
These are made with better plastic, and tend to suffer more abuse 
before they crack a seam and start leaking sand.  

With the more perishable bottles, applying some duct tape might be 
smart, especially along the places where the most stress is applied. 
Beyond this, anything involving duct tape is clearly better. 
Anything that keeps us from having to vacuum a lot of sand off the 
floor is also, ahem, better. 

You can do just about anything with a bottle that you can do with a 
dumbbell (or cinderblock, or kettlebell...), so your options are wide 
open.  Bottles generally have convenient handles, so you won't be 
taxing your grip quite as much, but let's not worry too much about 
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that at this point.  

Paint Cans: Here, we have a smaller bucket, with a lid that closes 
tightly.  While it's too short to sit down upon, it can be swung and 
hoisted in all the other ways I've discussed.  I have only two 
caveats about that.  The first is to make sure you have something to 
protect your hands from the thin metal handle.  Gloves will do fine. 
The second is to make sure that you don't swing or hoist so 
forcefully that you hit yourself.  If this becomes a problem, you're 
probably ready for a heavier bucket. 

That Old Towel: You know the one.  It doesn't quite look right, and 
has a bit of a smell to it.  If you have a fairly large towel that is 
awaiting someone to make a command decision to throw it away, you may 
have a great addendum to your caveman gym.  Looping a towel around a 
cinderblock will give you a softer, more friendly handle, one that 
will allow you to use both hands.  Also, lifting with a towel forces 
you to use your grip strength against a soft, giving object, rather 
than a hard, abrasive one.  Use your imagination, and you'll come up 
with other fun ways to utilize that old, scruffy towel. 

But there's more...if you want to really give your hands and forearms 
a great workout, all you have to do is get your old towel wet. 
Here's a workout that'll make your hands and arms burn: put a gallon 
or two of water into a bucket, then drop your towel in.  Let it soak 
up as much water as you can, then wring it out over the grass.  Keep 
tossing in the towel until you've pulled all the water out.  Remember 
to wring in both directions, which is to say with each wrist twisting 
both upward and downward. 

Finally, a great exercise that we rarely think of is to drag weight 
across the ground.  Especially if you have a grassy area to play in, 
this could be a superb exercise.  Just put your heavy sandbag on the 
towel, grab the ends, and pull it back and forth across the yard. 
Remember that you can pull with one or both hands, backward, forward, 
or sideways.  Just make sure that you stress your body in a 
symmetrical way. 

Victorianna's Old Clothes:  If sand is feeling a little too heavy, 
and your bags are too small to really lift comfortably, try stuffing 
a bag full of old clothes, shop towels, or any kind of dense fabric. 
This will yield a "sandbag" that is much lighter in comparison to its 
mass, as well as being softer and more robust when it comes to 
dropping it.  It should be noted that other things, like landscaping 
tree bark, can also serve a similar purpose.  I have heard good 
things about stuffing bags with thick rope, as well. 
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Other Purchased Items: If a standard cinderblock is too heavy for you 
initially, we can start with a brick or a half cinderblock for some 
exercises.  Purchasing these items will only add a few dollars to our 
total.  The advantage of these items above some other implements lies 
in their challenge to our wrist and grip strength.  Bricks also 
present a great challenge, in that once you're able to lift one 
easily, trying to span two and manipulate them can add extra juice to 
your pinching grip.  Finally, spanning several bricks and holding 
them together with inward pressure while doing exercises is a great 
way to add spice to your workout (thanks, John Brookfield!). 
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Part Ten: Results 

What sort of changes should you expect after using your caveman gym? 
Will you suddenly burst out all over in full-on, brutish, bulging 
muscle?  In most cases, no.  The speed at which your muscles respond 
is dependent upon several factors.  The first of these is biological. 
Our capacity to add muscle power and mass is largely dictated by our 
gender, age, hormone levels, nutrition, and heredity.  

The second element involves how vigorously you approach the exercise 
regime, and which exercises you choose to do most frequently. 
Depending on our available time, our enthusiasm, and our capacity to 
recover from our workouts, each of us will be able to safely exercise 
at a different level of intensity.  Few of us can put forth the 
levels of energy we did in our teens and early twenties when those 
years have long since faded.  That doesn't mean that we should quit, 
only that we will have to be sensible and give our bodies a little 
more time to adjust, to recuperate, and to grow strong. 

The third element is time.  For most people, it will take a few weeks 
to begin noticing a change in their bodies.  Large scale changes will 
generally take several weeks to several months, depending upon the 
factors discussed above.  Keep in mind that without chemical 
assistance or the ability to do nothing but care for our bodies (as 
sports stars and movie actors do), transformations tend to be 
gradual.  This is good, as we will feel a stronger sense of 
accomplishment if our gains are somewhat hard-won.  In addition, it 
takes a longer scale of time to strengthen our basic systems, like 
ligaments, tendons, and bones.  We want to make that "hardware" as 
strong as we can, so that it will support us through the years. 

Women: 

For those of the female gender, you needn't worry that you'll 
suddenly approach the mirror and find that you look like Vin Diesel. 
It'll take a lot of good drugs to make that happen, in combination 
with years of maximum-effort lifting.  The female body isn't 
specifically designed for that build.  Yes, you'll grow muscles, but 
they'll tend to go from "where are they?" to "I can kinda see it", to 
"hey, I'm gettin' wiry!"  

That said, each woman is different.  If you are already strong and, 
well, formidable, it's possible that you've got the genes to become 
pretty buff.  If you have a slight build, it's likely that your 
muscle growth will be slower.  In general, you should notice an 
improvement in confidence with daily tasks.  Picking up the "heavy" 
things that you encounter in daily life should become less taxing. 
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You may notice that you get less fatigued when doing manual labor. 
Your posture may improve, as a primary element of our exercises is to 
strengthen the skeletal muscles that hold us upright.  Sudden 
movements will likely grow more authoritative, as we strengthen our 
hips, legs, and core. 

While I could go on and on about the fact that exercise programs 
should be undertaken primarily for functional, performance-based 
reasons, that would be innocent of me.  We want to not only feel 
better and do more, we want to look better. 

It is the rare case where adding muscle to a person's frame fails to 
make them look more vital, healthy, and attractive.  Muscle is useful 
weight.  It is tidy, compact, and solid.  It makes attractive arcs 
and swells in our skin.  It is why we prefer the tautness of youth to 
the atrophy of age.  You know all of this. 

The effect of, let's say, eight weeks of using the caveman gym 
regularly will likely be modest, but noticeable.  There should be 
some extra sinew in our bodies.  The shoulders should be more solid, 
the arms more defined, the back muscles standing out in sharper 
relief.  The legs and backside should also have improved in solidity. 
If we have been sensible in our diet, there may be an improvement in 
the solidity of our midsection, as well. 

Keep in mind that the definition of our muscles is visible to the 
extent that our stores of body fat allow.  If we add muscle, but do 
not control our diet, we will just weigh more and look bulkier. 
While it is certainly possible that we will gain weight while losing 
fat, this has to be supported by reasonable diet choices.  If our 
weight remains stable, at least, we can slowly change the 
constituency of our system, turning the cargo into payload.  In the 
modern world, it is not unusual to be “skinny/fat”, such that we are 
at a weight that seems sensible, but we are achieving that weight at 
the expense of bone density and muscle tissue.  We would rather weigh 
a few more pounds, if that weight is productive muscle, than be at 
our “target weight” and be a walking noodle. 

A person with more muscle will have a higher metabolic rate, so 
increased muscle mass supports weight loss.  Our exercises will also 
burn a lot of calories, not only while we're doing them, but in the 
process of rebuilding our muscles afterward.  This may be canceled 
out, in some cases, by an increased appetite.  If you remember, I 
never said it was easy, or that it should be.  Don't be discouraged 
if you don't suddenly have a six-pack of abdominal muscles, or your 
arms don't create nifty, baseball-shaped swells when you flex.  Some 
people do not have favorable genetics for developing those aspects. 
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If you realize that many elite athletes lack washboard abs, this blow 
is easier to take.  If there is an aspect of your body that you want 
to change, remember that you'll need to work that a little harder, 
choosing a few extra exercises to support that change.  I caution you 
only that the “big” movements that stress the whole body should not 
be ignored in your quest for awesome <insert body part here>. 

I would recommend that all of the female readers also scan the 
following segment, as I have some things to say about body morphology 
that may be helpful to you. 

Men: 

I hope you read the section for women above, because I'm not going to 
repeat it all.  Yeah.  Go back, you.  You know who you are.  

Now, let's talk about what you want out of this program, and what you 
know about yourself.  Are you a stick figure?  Are you roughly 
refrigerator-shaped?  Somewhere in between? 

Stick Figure:  If you're a stick figure, you'll probably find that 
it's not easy for you to gain muscle mass.  Then again, every ounce 
of it will be easy to see, since you're skinny.  You win some...  

That doesn't mean that you won't see a difference.  You'll probably 
find that you're becoming deceptively strong after eight weeks. 
You'll likely see a difference in your arms, shoulders, and back. 
There may be some evidence that your butt is a separate element from 
your lower back.  That said, it's unlikely, unless you've been doing 
block pushups like a fiend, that you'll have that "bodybuilder chest" 
thing going on. 

Big Old Guy:  If you're a big dude, you'll find that you probably put 
on muscle steadily using the caveman gym, just like you'd do with any 
weight program.  Naturally big-framed guys are often programmed to 
respond to any overload stimulus by throwing lots of muscle mass at 
the problem.  You win some...  

That said, you'll have to be careful with your diet, or you'll end up 
heavier than before.  Unless that's within the plan, you'll have to 
watch yourself.  Unless you are gradually decreasing your body fat 
percentage, you'll just look like a bigger fridge-shaped guy, and you 
will be.  Yes, those great big arms, shoulders, and chest you're 
building will make you seem as if you have a waist, by comparison, 
but if you play your cards right, you actually WILL have a waist at 
the end of all this.  It wouldn't be a bad idea for you big dudes to 
pay special attention to the Work Over Time methods, and to put in a 
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few extra exercises that grind at the muscles of the old "core".  Big 
men also seem to come with a retinue of nagging injuries, often to 
the joints.  Knees and shoulders are some of the primary trouble 
spots.  Don't shirk the exercises that affect those areas, but don't 
be a hero and use a lot of weight, just because your ego's involved. 

Somewhere in Between:  For everyone in between, your mileage may 
vary.  You could find it just as hard to gain muscle as the stick 
figure guys up top, or you may find that you've hit the lottery and 
have the genes to be a "fast gainer".  If you have naturally 
prominent muscles, they'll be more prominent and bigger.  Now, the 
movements I've outlined here are designed primarily for athletic 
muscle and strength, rather than "beach muscles", but that doesn't 
mean that you won't become "yoked", as they say.  You'll probably 
find that you're stronger and more capable than the guys who have 
just been doing exercises designed for aesthetic purposes.  This is 
especially true for lifting from imperfect angles, and in moments 
when wrist and hand strength are at a premium.  Real work, in other 
words.  

Beware the Most Common Mistake: 

The most common mistake, and one that even the seasoned lifters often 
fall prey to, is playing to your strengths.  What this means is that 
you're natively strong and capable in certain movements, and you 
favor those movements, since they make you feel accomplished, and are 
easier to progress with.  If you know you have powerful arms and 
shoulders, but your waist and thighs could use work, don't make the 
mistake of continually doing more upper body exercises.  Everything 
should get stronger, clearly.  

That said, it's wise, especially when a movement kicks your butt and 
makes you feel weak, out-of-shape, and generally terrified, to go 
right at the problem, rather than avoiding it.  If a movement is 
giving you difficulty, it's because it's targeting a weak spot.  Keep 
at it, and that weak spot should go away.  Stick to it long enough, 
and it may well become a strength.  

I'm Not a Kid Anymore:

If you're not as young or spry as you once were (who is?), you'll 
likely be dealing with a minefield of nagging injuries and sore 
joints.  If you have to modify an exercise, do it.  If you have to 
exercise in short intervals, that's fine, too.  If you need to use 
really light weight at first, remember that anything's better than 
nothing.  Be smart, start sensibly, and develop reasonable goals. 
Just because you were a gym hero a few decades ago, that doesn't mean 
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that your body is ready for that right away.  One of the great things 
about a caveman gym is that you can take it slow, and you don't have 
to worry about impressing anyone.

The Cheesy-Sounding Philosophical Aspect: 

There is an element to lifting weights that is not often spoken of, 
but it is nonetheless present.  We discipline ourselves to accept 
discomfort and perform activities that others gladly avoid.  We 
become appreciative of our stiff muscles and sweat-soaked t-shirts. 
We experience a world that many people never do.  In the process of 
honing our bodies, we are also honing our minds, teaching ourselves 
to try harder, endure longer, and experience more.  We take control 
over our own bodies, and thus gain some measure of control over our 
lives.  

While we are hoisting heavy sandbags above our heads, work deadlines, 
bills, and television schedules cease to matter for a moment, and we 
are engaged in the moment.  If we aren't, it's likely that the bag 
will soon end up on our head, to remind us of what's going on RIGHT 
NOW.  The Greeks of old understood that both the body and mind were 
important, and that they complemented each other.  We sometimes 
forget that, with our gizmos and our abstract careers.  It's good to 
be reminded.  I think, in changing our bodies, we become more able to 
change our environment.  I submit that we become better, happier 
people, if we are brave enough to cause ourselves a little 
discomfort. 
 
Expectations: 

If you are consistent, you will get stronger.  Period.  You'll also 
grow more capable of sustained, high effort.  We don't go to the 
caveman gym to chat.  We don't go there to be seen and feel good 
about having made an appearance.  We don't go to enjoy the antiseptic 
and gleaming rows of machines.  We go there to exercise.  There 
should be no comfortable chair nearby.  If you have to sit down, sit 
on a bucket.  As opposed to so many of the bodybuilding routines that 
you may have seen, we are trying to involve as much of the body as we 
can with most of our exercises.  We want the body to be able to pull 
or push as one, rather than dissecting it into independent pieces. 
Do you often have to do a perfect supinating curl "in the wild?"  No. 

You are much more likely to have to move your whole body, driving 
through your legs and hips.  Most of our exercises stress that 
aspect. 
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If there are parts of the body which are over-emphasized in the 
caveman gym, they are the back, shoulders, and hips.  Why?  Because 
those are the places where we create most of our functional power. 
We are not isolating the arms very much, but they are at play in 
every lift, so they are not being shorted.  They will become as 
strong as they must be to support the body's demands upon them.  With 
the exception of the block pushup, we do not do a great deal of 
training for the chest.  If chest strength is a big deal to you, do 
these with every workout.  If not, just once per week should suffice. 
If you are approaching the caveman gym with the hope of impressing 
people with your lifting "numbers", then you are going to be 
disappointed.  All of the implements you will use are awkward, and 
require more effort and technique to lift than a similarly-heavy 
barbell.  That said, they produce strain on the body that is also 
proportionally higher.  My sense is that someone who denigrates the 
weight you're lifting will change his tune after trying these 
exercises out.  I am confident that, having done the caveman gym for, 
say, four months, you would be surprised and pleased at your 
abilities to lift comparatively easy objects like barbells and 
dumbbells. 

For most of us, the effects of the caveman gym will tend to make us 
look more athletic, more powerful in a generalized way.  We will look 
this way because we actually ARE more athletic after a few months. 
It will not be an illusion.  The movements we are doing will not 
simply create a tidy illusion of strength.  They will make us 
stronger.  And, at least in my estimation, we will be also be BETTER. 

Sample Routines: 

Here are a few quick ideas of how you can use your gym, once you've 
learned the movements and become comfortable with them.  I do not set 
out a specific set and repetition number here, as each lifter should 
find his or her strength level and increase intensity as was 
discussed earlier in this article.  A few rules of thumb: 

If you can't do three reps with good form, decreasing the weight may 
be necessary. 

If you can easily do more than twelve, increasing the weight may be a 
good idea.  There can be a few exceptions to this rule, of course. 
With the cinderblock exercises, we will begin to work on muscular 
endurance, and let the reps go as high as they have to.  It's not 
even necessary for you to count, so long as both hands are being 
stressed equally.  In the absence of the ability to increase the 
weight, choosing a more challenging variant of the movement can work. 
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Option One: Implement Focused Training 

Day One: Buckets 
(all performed with buckets) 

Lateral Swings 
K-Swings (as a kettlebell, one or two-handed) 
Box Squats 
High Pulls 
Incline Pushups 

(This could be great as a low/no rest circuit, going through two or 
three times, only resting at the end of the sequence.) 

Day Two: Cinderblocks 

Clean and Jerks 
Bent Rows 
Lateral Raises 
Front Raises 
Curls (any type) 
Block Pushups (any type) 
Axe Swings 

(As above, this is a great circuit, but could just as well respond to 
normal set/rep methods) 

Day Three: Sandbags 
(There are variants to all these exercises.  I would recommend 
starting with the most basic version and working toward the more 
challenging ones as time goes on.) 

Turkish Get-Ups 
Classic Stone Lifts 
Squats 
Deadlifts 

You'll notice that there are fewer exercises here than in the other 
days.  This is because each of these exercises are very difficult and 
require full body effort.  They are simply more difficult.  While 
this workout can be done with Work Over Time in mind, it is probably 
the least well adapted to this approach.  

You'll also see that the movements go from most complex to least. 
This is purposeful on my part.  By the end, trying to do something as 
arduous as get-ups would be decidedly cruel. 
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Option Two: Just One To Remember 

If you want to do just one routine, two or three times per week, 
here's a balanced routine that will fit the bill.  Just do one set of 
each exercise as many clean reps as you can manage.  Just to clarify, 
if it's a one-handed exercise, do both hands before you go on.  Start 
with your off hand and match reps with your good hand.  As you will 
be doing a routine that may become monotonous, please substitute some 
of the variants for each lift to keep things spicy, and to keep your 
body from getting too comfortable with a set routine. 

Cinderblock Clean and Press 
Turkish Get-Up 
Classic Stone Lift 
Block Pushup 
Squat 
Bent-Over Row 
Deadlift 
Axe Swing 

Option Three: Short and Sweet 

These are for people who don't have much time, and just want to get a 
good workout into around thirty minutes. 
 
Day One: 

Cinderblock Clean and Jerk 
Classic Stone Lift 
Axe Swings 

Day Two: 

Turkish Get-Up 
Bent-Over Rows 
Block Pushups 

Day Three: 

Bucket High Pulls (on blocks) 
Squats 
Curls 
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Option Four: Cruelty and the Beast 

This is a collection of all the nastiest caveman gym exercises.  If 
you want to challenge your body, this is it, right here. 

Day One: 

Bottoms-Up Clean and Press 
Bucket Lateral Swings 
Turkish Get-Up (Overhead) 
Stone Lift (Split-Leg, Shouldering) 
Deadlift 
Reverse Curls 

Day Two: 

Bucket K-Swings 
Box Squat (Overhead) 
Lateral Raises 
Front Raises 
Walking Block Pushups 
Axe Swings 

Day Three: 

Cinderblock Clean and Press 
Classic Stone Lift (Overhead) 
Deadlift (One Hand) 
Bucket High Pulls 
Narrow Grip Block Pushups 
Pinch Curls 
 

Final Note:

I really believe that the implements and movements outlined here can 
be used to develop a strong, fit body in the minimum of time, with 
the minimum of cost.  I hope that you will build up a caveman gym of 
your own, and that you will find it to be both fun and effective.

Please contact me with your thoughts, experiences, and suggestions. 
I hope that, by hearing your feedback, we can work together to 
provide even better ideas to folks who read this handbook in the 
future.

If you've gotten this far, I thank you for your time and patience.  I 
wish you happy lifting!
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